ABSTRACT This paper develops a negative group-delay (NGD) microwave circuit theory regarding topology consists of three parallel interconnect lines (3-PILs). The NGD topology under study is built using completely distributed microstrip lines. The 3-PIL NGD theory is established from the S-parameters which are determined from the general admittance matrix of the 3-PILs. The analytical expressions of reflection coefficient (S 11 ), transmission coefficient (S 21 ) and group-delay (τ ) which behave as periodical functions are presented. The frequency period proper to the 3-PIL topology is established. Then, S 11 , S 21 and τ illustrating the possibility to generate bandpass NGD function are formulated in function of the PIL parameter physical lengths and attenuation loss. Then, the NGD characterization of the 3-PIL topology is presented. The relevance of the NGD theory is verified with simulations and experimentations around the NGD center frequency of about 2.3 GHz. To do this, a 3-PIL microstrip circuit is designed and fabricated as proof-of-concept. It is shown that the simulated and measured group-delays are well-correlated. As expected theoretically, the demonstrator with identical characteristic impedance enables to generate an NGD level of approximately −2 ns at 2.3 GHz. In the future, the NGD function can be potentially used for the microwave signal integrity improvement.
I. INTRODUCTION
The functioning performance of all communication systems in different areas as in electronic, optical and electronic engineering depend implicitly on the signal delays [1] - [5] . Despite the communication system technological progress in term of operation speed and miniaturization, the undesirable influence of the signal delay remains an open issue for the design and fabrication engineers. Behind the design complexity, the signal delays remain one of the most significant problem of modern communication system [6] .
A. DELAY EFFECT BIBLIOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
In the area of RF and microwave engineering, the signal delays are mostly formulated by the group-delay which is analytically derived from the transmission phase φ(ω) by the expression:
In addition to the noise effects, the group-delay limits considerably the performance of microwave devices [5] , [7] . More generally, the time delay represents a main key parameter of signal integrity (SI) for different electronic system as the fanout of MOS integrated circuit (IC) [8] , [9] . For several cases of implementation technology, the interconnect delay of CMOS circuit induces undesirable desynchronization problem [10] , [11] . Because of desynchronizations, serial links may generate unintentionally information falsifications of digital and mixed data communication [12] , [13] . To overcome this technical issue, different optimization techniques to reduce the interconnect delay were proposed. Most of the digital circuit interconnects effect reduction techniques are based on the compensation techniques based on the use of repeaters [14] , [15] . In RF and microwave engineering, the delay lines are regularly used to design different transceiver functions as phase shifters, filters and amplifiers [16] - [20] . Synthesis methods were developed in order to optimize the time-sharing between the different stages of the system [18] . The delay lines were exploited to implement a beam forming fan filters [19] , frequency translator [20] , channel blind identification [21] , consensus of second order agents [22] and frequency doublers [23] . Nevertheless, so far, the RF and microwave design engineers are constantly looking for relevant techniques to reduce signal delay. One of the proposed and suitable solutions is the implementation of negative group-delay (NGD) function. In [24] - [26] , the NGD circuit was inspired from negative refractive index metamaterials [24] - [26] . However, the NGD function remains so far, one of unfamiliar electronic functions. For the further understanding about this unfamiliar NGD function, a state of the art is presented in the next paragraph.
B. STATE OF THE ART ON THE NGD PHENOMENON
In the 1960s, the NGD phenomenon was initially found by Brillouin using dispersive and absorptive optical media [27] . It was demonstrated that the NGD phenomenon was observed around the resonance frequency of particular media. The observation can be understood with the absorptive media presenting refractive index n(ω) as a function of the angular frequency ω. In this situation, by denoting c the light speed in the vacuum, the group velocity of the media is given by:
It is clear that the quantity v g can be negative under the analytical condition:
It means that the waves propagating through the structure having physical length d, which presents a group-delay equal to:
becomes negative if v g < 0. In 1970s, the NGD phenomenon was theoretically explained by Garret and McCamber with the pulse wave propagation through the media presenting group velocity expressed in (1) [28] . In 1980s, the NGD effect first experimentation was approved by Chu and Wong [29] and observed by Ségard and Macke [30] in optical wavelengths. More recently, the NGD phenomenon was experimented with electronic circuits [24] - [46] . At the beginning, the NGD electronic circuit was experimented with resonant lossy and low-frequency operational amplifier based active circuits. It was reported that the NGD behaviors of linear circuit are similar to the gain of liner filters [37] . Therefore, different categories of NGD function as low-pass, high-pass and bandpass circuits are identified. The bandpass NGD lumped circuits operate usually with resonator networks. It is noteworthy that the bandpass NGD circuits present asymptotic limits in function of the resonator parameters [38] . Nonetheless, by using electronic passive structures [24] , [26] with the group-delay defined in (1) . However, the generated NGD effect with passive circuit appears systematically with huge attenuation which can be more than 20 dB. By using lossy passive circuits, the NGD function was attempted to be used to design synthesizer and adjuster but the performances remain critical [32] - [34] . By using active topologies based on low frequency operational amplifiers, the circuits are limited by the NGD bandwidth, integration and power consumption. More recently, NGD topology of active circuit which uses RF transistor was developed [31] . As a result, to compensate the NGD circuit losses, the implementation with active circuits can be solutions [35] , [36] . Some applications of NGD function were developed to design high performance phase shifters [39] , [40] , feedforward amplifiers [41] , antennas [42] and a tentative study for the elimination of beam squint in serially fed antenna arrays [43] .
Despite this trend of the interest, most of NGD active topologies are complex to design. Moreover, because of the use of lossy lumped inductor, the NGD active topologies cannot be integrated in high speed systems. As a result, simpler and low-loss passive topologies built with distributed transmission lines (TLs) were proposed [44] - [46] . These NGD distributed topologies are potentially integrable in high speed systems. However, the NGD distributed circuits require further research work because of the analytical theory complexity. For this reason, the present research work is focused on the NGD theory of distributed passive topology constituted by three parallel interconnect lines (3-PILs).
C. DESCRIPTION OF NOVELTY AND OUTLINE OF THE PAPER
In difference to research work proposed in [45] , the proposed NGD topology consists of 3-PILs and the circuit theory is built with S-matrix modelling. The NGD analysis is performed in function of the electrical lengths and attenuation loss of constituting transmission lines (TLs).
For the better understanding, the paper is organized in three main sections. In Section II, the theoretical investigation is established. Based on the S-matrix analysis, the analytical characteristics of the PIL structure will be established from the transmission and reflection coefficients. It will be demonstrated that this fully distributed simple passive cell is capable to exhibit NGD phenomenon. To validate the bandpass NGD function, the design of validation prototypes will be described in Section III. Afterwards, the experimental test results compared with the theoretical calculations will be discussed. In Section IV, the paper will be ended by conclusion. VOLUME 6, 2018
II. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION
The present section describes the theoretical investigation of the proposed NGD PIL topology. The passive topology of PIL cell is described. The S-parameter modelling is developed from the PIL cell Y-matrix. Then, the NGD analysis is established.
A. TOPOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION Fig. 1 introduces the topology of the PIL circuit. It acts as a two-port circuit. The analytical investigation of this topology institutes the key point of the present paper. The PIL topology consists of three lossy interconnect lines (ILs) IL k k = {1, 2, 3}. The IL extremities are connected at the resistive sources V 1 and V 2 . By denoting j = √ −1 the complex number and ω is the angular frequency variable, the PIL S-parameter is modeled as: Because of the PIL passive structure symmetry, we have the equality of reflection and transmission coefficients:
To calculate this S-parameter model, the reference impedance Z c is assimilated equal to R 0 = 50 . The TL k is defined by its characteristic impedance Z k , attenuation a k and physical length d k . This former one is linked to the time delay by the relation:
with v is the wave speed through the TL. The following analytical study is be realized by assuming that the ILs by their impedance matrices. The present study is focused on the case of PILs composed of only elementary three-ILs. It is noteworthy that the coupling effect between IL k is out of the scope of the present study. The analytical model of the PIL topology will be explored in the next paragraph.
B. S-PARAMETER MODELLING OF THE PROPOSED PIL TOPOLOGY
Acting as a parallel type circuit topology, the modelling method of the 3-PIL structure should be intuitively realized with admittance or Y-matrix operation. Meanwhile, it is keen to restitute the ILs by their equivalent Y-matrices as depicted in Fig. 2(a) . According to the TL theory, the Y-matrices of the ILs can be expressed as:
with the subscript k = {1, 2, 3}. Therefore, the global circuit can be represented by the total admittance matrix as configured in Fig. 2(b) . Based on the linear circuit and system theory, the equivalent PIL topology total Y-matrix is given by:
The PIL S-matrix indicated in (5) is extracted from this global Y-matrix via the Y-to-S-matrix transform:
with the reference impedance matrix:
It is noteworthy that the 3-PIL S-parameter model developed in this paper is performed under the following hypotheses 57154 VOLUME 6, 2018 related to the IL k parameters:
The frequency dependent reflection and transmission coefficients of the PIL are expressed as:
with:
Consequently, we get the S-parameter element magnitude and phase will be analytically examined in the frequency domain in the next paragraph.
C. FREQUENCY RESPONSES OF THE PIL TOPOLOGY
The frequency dependent magnitudes:
associated to the reflection and transmission coefficients described in (13) and (14) are respectively given by:
with: 
The PIL reflection and transmission zeros are the roots of the following equation systems respectively:
The PIL transmission phase defined by:
can be written as:
It yields the group-delay defined earlier in (4) can be formulated as:
and: It can be noted out that because of the PIL distributed topology, the transmission coefficient magnitude and group-delay are periodical functions. The period must be associated to the term:
Let us analyze the behavior of these frequency responses at some particular frequencies in the paragraph.
D. NGD ANALYSIS
The NGD analysis consists in establishing the condition between the PIL parameters to get τ (ω) < 0. Acting as a linear time-invariant system, there is a similarity between the behavior of the transmission coefficient magnitude expressed in (18) and the group-delay defined in (26) . At very low frequency ω ≈ 0, it can be calculated that (17) and (18) become:
Similarly, the analytical group-delay is written as:
Being given that a < 1, this quantity is unconditionally positive. Therefore, the PIL topology should behave as a bandpass NGD function. For example, we can analyze the PIL responses at the angular frequency associated to the multiple of term:
The exact expressions of S 11 (ω = ω p ), S 21 (ω = ω p ) and τ (ω = ω p ) are analytically quite complicated. Let us denote:
For the sake of mathematical simplification, we propose to proceed with the third order limited Maclaurin expansions of both numerator and denominator quantities with respect to the quantity x:
It yields the following expressions:
The NGD existence condition derived from the last equation is given by:
1296 − 3240a 2 + 2673a 4 − 810a 6 + 81a 8 2π 2 (144 − 504a 2 + 531a 4 − 180a 6 + 9a 8 ) ,
or:
1296 − 3240a 2 + 2673a 4 − 810a 6 + 81a 8 2π 2 (144 − 504a 2 + 531a 4 − 180a 6 + 9a 8 ) .
To validate the established NGD theory, simulation and measurement results will be discussed in the next section.
III. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS WITH MICROSTRIP PILs
As application of the previous theory, a POC of PIL prototype design and fabrication is described in the next paragraph. Then, the theoretical, simulated and experimental S-parameters and group delays will be compared.
A. PIL POC DESCRIPTION
To validate experimentally the innovative NGD PIL topology, a microstrip circuit prototype is designed and fabricated. The circuit under test (CUT) prototype is displayed in Fig. 3 . The 3D design presented in Fig. 3(a) was realized in the HFSS R environment. Fig. 3(b) depicts the photograph of the fabricated CUT. It presents the physical sizes 38 mm × 24 mm. This NGD PIL demonstrator is implemented with passive circuits in fully distributed microstrip technology. 
B. VALIDATION MASURED RESULTS
The transmission and reflection coefficients and the groupdelay measurements were carried out in order to confirm experimentally the NGD existence with the PIL structure. The experimental setup configuration with the CUT and the vector network analyzer (VNA) is shown in Fig. 4 . The simulation and measurements are carried out from 2.2 GHz to 2.4 GHz. For the sake of brevity, only the narrow band aspect showing the circuit behavior in the NGD frequency band is analyzed in this paper. The comparison between the simulated (''simu.''), modelled and measured (''meas.'') group-delay responses from the CUT introduced in Fig. 3 is plotted in Fig. 5 . As expected, the tested circuits confirm the possibility to exhibit the bandpass NGD function. At the center or optimal frequency of about f p ≈ 2.3 GHz from (29) in theory and 2.29 GHz in measurement, an NGD with optimal peak of about −2.26 ns in model, −1.8 ns in simulation and −2.59 ns in measurement was observed. Furthermore, the PIL CUT presents an NGD bandwidth of about 36 MHz. Moreover, as can be seen in Fig. 6 , the PIL presents maximal attenuation of only −3.4 dB in theory and −4.1 dB FIGURE 7. Reflection coefficient of the PIL prototype shown in Fig. 3 . VOLUME 6, 2018 in measurement around the center frequency. The obtained NGD levels and insertion losses which are better than −2 ns and −10dB are very interesting compared to the passive parts of the NGD circuits proposed in [24] , [26] , [42] , and [44] . Furthermore, the measured reflection coefficient is plotted in Fig. 7 . It can be observed once again that the tested circuit exhibits the return loss better than 12 dB. The slight NGD central frequency shift between the theoretical and measurement results is due to the inaccuracies of the considered dielectric substrate effective permittivity and losses compared to the simulated parameters.
IV. CONCLUSION
A microwave circuit theory of passive topology consisted of 3-PILs is developed.
The main parameters of the PIL structure are the TL attenuation loss and physical lengths. The equivalent Y-matrix of the PIL cell is established. The NGD analysis and characterization is elaborated from the S-parameter modelling. The analytical expressions of transmission and reflection coefficients and group-delay are expressed in function of the frequency. It was established that the 3-PIL topology present a particular frequency period in function of the physical lengths of TLs constituting the PIL. It was demonstrated that this simple distributed PIL is susceptible to generate NGD phenomenon.
The established theory of NGD PIL was validated by designing and fabricating a microstrip circuit prototype. The designed, simulated and tested PIL prototype is composed of three ILs having same impedance characteristic lines and having different physical lengths. As predicted in theory, group delay response presenting a bandpass NGD behavior is observed. It was shown that the calculated, simulated and measured S-parameters and group-delays are in very good agreement. An NGD of about −2.3 ns was observed at the frequency center 2.3 GHz with attenuation loss of about −3.5 dB. The PIL prototype operates with NGD bandwidth of about 36 MHz.
The NGD PIL topology presents a possibility to operate at higher frequencies size up to several ten GHz. Thanks to the design simplicity and its potential integration, the NGD PIL topology can be a good candidate for the reduction of signal delays in high speed digital and mixed electronic systems. JUNXIANG GE received the Ph.D. degree in radio engineering from Southeast University, Nanjing, China, in 1991.
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